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Increasing transaction speeds can come with a cost to the security of a 
blockchain. Increased speeds are often a result of fewer blockchain nodes, 
which increases the likelihood of hacker interference on the network. 
Having more nodes in a blockchain helps to make it more secure, however 
it increase transaction times, fees, and consume more energy.

Security

Decentralization means that decisions in a system aren’t 
left to a central authority. When referring to blockchain, 
users of the network come to a consensus among 
themselves. The dilemma here is that as more users join 
the network, the speed and scalability of transactions 
decreases.

Decentralization

Scalability refers to the capacity of a blockchain to 
process more transactions without sacrificing 
transaction times and incurring higher fees. The goal of 
scalability is to ensure that as more users join a 
network, transaction times and fees don’t increase. 
The dilemma here is that increasing scalability would 
mean fewer decision makers (less decentralization and 
security).

Scalability

The Scalability Trilemma refers to the idea that blockchains can only excel 
at two of the following three components. The vision is that innovations in 
both Layer 1 and Layer 2 technologies will create a blockchain ecosystem 

that is decentralized, scalable, and secure.

Solving the 
Scalability Trilemma
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Primary blockchain in a decentralized ecosystem (Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, Tron, etc.)

Responsible for the settlement of transactions.

Struggles with scalability, meaning that as users grow, 
speeds fall.

Includes “coins” that live on their own blockchain (BTC, 
ETH, XRP)

Generally have expensive transactions.

Scaling solutions include sharding, consensus protocol 
improvements, and modifications in block size. Requires 
modifications to the underlying blockchain architecture.

Lives on a Layer 1 blockchain such as Ethereum or Tron

Stores transactions to be authenticated by the Layer 1 
blockchain it is built on - increasing efficiency and scalability 
of transactions

Includes “state channels” for communication to take place 
off the main blockchain, reducing wait times for 
transactions.
Includes “tokens” that live on another blockchain and 
benefit from that blockchain’s underlying architecture (DAI, 
UNI, SHIB)

Transactions that can be cheaper than Layer 1 counterparts 
by a factor of 2,000
Scaling solutions include state channels, nested 
blockchains, and sidechains. Does not require modifications 
to the underlying blockchain architecture for scalability 
improvements.

Layer 1 & Layer 2 are terms used to describe the protocol of different blockchains.
A Layer 1 protocol, or “main chain” is the primary blockchain within its ecosystem. (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Solana)

A Layer 2 protocol is a blockchain that is built off of a Layer 1 protocol. The main purposes of Layer 2 protocols are 
to increase transaction speeds and reduce fees associated with transactions. Popular examples of Layer 2 networks 

include Polygon, Bitcoin Lightning, Uniswap, and Dai.
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